Abstract. Many search-based QBF solvers implementing the DPLL algorithm for QBF (QDPLL) process formulae in prenex conjunctive normal form (PCNF). The quantifier prefix of PCNFs often results in strong variable dependencies which can influence solver performance negatively. A common approach to overcome this problem is to reconstruct quantifier structure e.g. by quantifier trees. Dependency schemes are a generalization of quantifier trees in the sense that more general dependency graphs can be obtained. So far, dependency graphs have not been applied in QBF solving. In this work we consider the problem of efficiently integrating dependency graphs in QDPLL. Thereby we generalize related work on integrating quantifier trees. By analyzing the core parts of QDPLL, we report on modifications necessary to profit from general dependency graphs. In comprehensive experiments we show that QDPLL using a particular dependency graph, despite of increased overhead, outperforms classical QDPLL relying on quantifier prefixes of PCNFs.
Introduction
The satisfiability problem of quantified boolean formulae (QBF) is the canonical PSPACE-complete decision problem. QBF often allows many practically relevant-problems from the domains of model checking or automated planning to be encoded succinctly. As propositional logic (SAT), which is widely applied for modelling NP-complete problems in practice, QBF requires efficient and scalable decision procedures to be accepted for practical application.
Many QBF solvers process formulae in prenex conjunctive normal form (PCNF), hence QBF encodings of problems have to be converted into PCNF first. Such conversion often comes with a loss of structural properties of the original formula. This can influence solver performance negatively.
Structure can be partially recovered to tackle this problem. A special case in this respect is the analysis of quantifier structure in QBFs, either before [8, 16] or after [2] conversion to PCNF. Such approaches allow a QBF solver to overcome the restrictions of linear quantifier prefixes in PCNFs to some extent. This applies to search-and elimination-based solvers, e.g. [4, 7, 12, 19, 20, 28, 32] .
Exploiting tree-shaped quantifier structure is well-known and has been applied in different contexts. This can be achieved either by reconstructing quantifier trees from PCNFs [2] , which is closely related to minimizing quantifier scopes by miniscoping [1] , or by analyzing tree structure present in non-PCNF formulae as e.g. in [8, 16] . The latter corresponds to directly considering the parse tree of a formula and can be integrated in non-PCNF solvers such as [9, 18, 28] .
Dependency schemes [30] based on [4, 5] , which are relations over variables, can be regarded as a generalization of tree-shaped quantifier structure. Given a dependency scheme D, a variable x is associated with all the variables y that "depend" on x with respect to D. Informally, if y depends on x, i.e. y ∈ D(x), then the result obtained from assigning y before x in a search-based solver may not be sound in general. Quantifier prefixes of PCNFs as well as quantifier trees fit into that framework since dependency schemes can be obtained from the prefix or the tree, respectively. Sophisticated dependency schemes were introduced in [30] , all of which can be computed efficiently by syntactically analyzing PCNFs. . Now there is the non-deterministic choice of whether to first minimize ∃a and then ∃b (right tree in Fig. 1 ) or vice versa (left tree in Fig. 1 ). Note that the left tree induces a dependency between a and y which is not the case in the right tree. Further, the left tree can be transformed into the tree on the right by first swapping ∃a and ∃b according to the rule ∃a∃b.φ ≡ ∃b∃a.φ and then minimizing ∃a.
In addition to the problem described in Ex. 1, analyzing tree-shaped quantifier structure in general is not optimal among syntactic methods for structure analysis. This applies to reconstructed quantifier trees as well as considering treeshaped structure present in non-PCNFs. For example, the standard dependency scheme D std [30] is superior to tree-based approaches since it is deterministic and yields less dependencies. 1 This was pointed out in Ex. 2 in [24] . D std can be efficiently constructed by analyzing connections between variables over clauses.
For those reasons and given the drawbacks of tree-shaped quantifier structure, we suggest to apply the more general concept of dependency schemes for analyzing quantifier structure in PCNFs. Similar to quantifier trees, which have already been implemented in QBF solvers, we apply directed acyclic dependency graphs (DAGs) in QBF solving. This generalizes quantifier trees. Dependency DAGs can be obtained from dependency schemes such as the ones introduced in [30] . When integrating dependency DAGs in QBF solvers, the drawbacks of tree-shaped quantifier structure as pointed out above can be overcome.
The core parts of our work presented here are as follows. We focus on searchbased QBF solvers for PCNF which implement the DPLL algorithm for QBF [7] (QDPLL) with learning like [12, 32, 33] . By considering the main parts of QD-PLL such as boolean constraint propagation, decision making or learning, we show how to integrate dependency DAGs into QDPLL in order to profit from dependency schemes in practice (Sec. 3 and 4). This analysis is closely related to [16] which aims at exploiting tree-based quantifier structure in QDPLL. Our work generalizes observations made in [16] to arbitrary dependency schemes. Further we address implementation-related issues indispensable for practical efficiency of dependency DAGs. Although we focus on PCNF and QDPLL, our results are, just as quantifier trees, relevant for any QBF solver.
We provide a comprehensive experimental evaluation (Sec. 5) of dependency DAGs in practice. For this purpose we have implemented QDPLL with learning in a new QBF solver DepQBF [23] which tightly integrates dependency DAGs. We analyze the costs of moving from relatively simple structures like linear quantifier prefixes of PCNFs or trees to more general dependency DAGs. This is closely related to practical applicability. Finally, we evaluate dynamic effects on QDPLL when using dependency DAGs for different dependency schemes.
In DepQBF we implemented a common framework for dependency DAGs which can represent linear quantifier prefixes and trees as well, thus enabling us to compare these approaches. Apart from that, we have implemented D std as suggested in [30] . The remarks on how to profit from dependency schemes in QDPLL (Sec. 4) are general and hold independently from our implementation.
We show in experiments (Sec. 5) that, despite increased overhead, QDPLL with a DAG representation of D std outperforms QDPLL relying on quantifier prefixes and trees. Our results indicate the potential of using dependency schemes in QDPLL in terms of more powerful rules for detecting unit literals and learning.
Preliminaries
For a set of propositional variables V , a literal is either a variable x ∈ V or its negation ¬x where v(x) = x and v(¬x) = x denotes the variable of a literal. A clause (cube) is a disjunction (conjunction) over literals. A propositional formula is in conjunctive normal form (CNF) if it consists of a conjunction over clauses. A quantified boolean formula (QBF) F = S 1 . . . S n . φ in prenex conjunctive normal form (PCNF) consists of a propositional formula φ in CNF over a set of variables V and a quantifier prefix S 1 . . . S n . The quantifier prefix is a linearly ordered set of scopes S i forming a partition on V . A scope S i is existential (q(S i ) = ∃) if it is associated with an existential quantifier and universal (q(S i ) = ∀) otherwise. For scopes S i and S i+1 , q(S i ) = q(S i+1 ) for 1 ≤ i < n. The set of existential and universal variables is denoted by V ∃ = S i for q(S i ) = ∃ and V ∀ = S i for q(S i ) = ∀. For a literal x with v(x) ∈ S i , q(x) = q(S i ) is the type of x. For a clause (cube) C and Q ∈ {∀, ∃}, L Q (C) := {l ∈ C | q(l) = Q}. For literals l, k with v(l) ∈ S i and v(k) ∈ S j , l ≤ k if, and only if i ≤ j for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
Dependency Schemes in Theory
Due to space limitations, we introduce dependency schemes only informally and refer to the original definition in [30] . As we focus on QDPLL with learning [12, 22, 32, 33] (see Sec. 4.1), we confine the theoretical framework in that respect.
with the following property when applied in QDPLL: for variables x and y with y ∈ D(x), the result of QDPLL when assigning y before x will be sound.
Def. 1 is related to the semantical evaluation of a QBF by QDPLL and corresponds to cumulative dependency schemes as defined in [30] , which guarantees soundness of assigning y before x if y ∈ D(x). It is based on independence (y ∈ D(x)), rather than dependence (y ∈ D(x)). In practice, independence between x and y with respect to D allows y to be assigned earlier. Consequently, if y ∈ D(x) then the result of QDPLL when assigning y before x as a decision variable is not sound in general 2 . At the same time it is not always unsound. This is due to different amounts of independence identified by different dependency schemes. For a PCNF there could be dependency schemes D and D such that y ∈ D (x) but y ∈ D(x). Hence dependency schemes can be compared according to the amount independence. 
A dependency scheme induces a partial order on the set of variables V which can be represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) over V .
Definition 3. Given a dependency scheme D, the dependency graph for D is a DAG G(D) with vertices V and edges E := {(x, y) | y ∈ D(x)}.
Dependency Schemes in QDPLL
Many implementations of QDPLL rely on the quantifier prefixes of PCNFs, which corresponds to D triv as defined in Ex. 2 . In this section we analyze the core parts of QDPLL. We point out how to modify those parts in order to profit from less restrictive dependency schemes other than D triv in QDPLL. In our analysis, we generalize observations from using quantifier trees in QDPLL [16] . Our results are independent from a particular dependency scheme (Def. 1).
In the following, let D be an arbitrary dependency scheme for a PCNF. For literals x, y, we write x ≺ y if v(y) ∈ D(v(x)). G denotes the dependency graph for D. D is integrated into QDPLL by means of G, which is used to check if x ≺ y. This corresponds to checking if there is an edge (x, y) in G. However, D has O(V 2 ) elements and storing all edges of G can be prohibitive. Instead, transitive edges are discarded and variables are merged into equivalence classes. Checking x ≺ y is done by checking successor relation between x and y in G. As shown (Sec. 5), these optimizations are indispensable for efficiency in practice.
QDPLL with Learning
We briefly introduce QDPLL with conflict-driven clause and solution-driven cube learning based on [33] . For a PCNF S 1 . . . S n . φ, an additional disjunction ψ over learnt cubes is stored: S 1 . . . S n . (φ∨ψ), also called augmented CNF. Fig. 2 shows a high-level view. Clauses and cubes (constraints) are derived by clause resolutions [6] and cube resolutions [13, 22, 33] (constraint resolutions). Cube "resolution" is actually consensus. Different from [32, 33] we do not consider to learn constraints containing complementary literals and rather follow the algorithms from [15] . Further details can also be found in e.g. [13, 22] .
The core of algorithm qdpll in Fig. 2 is propagation of implications (unit and pure literals) which is carried out in bcp until saturation. If neither a conflicting (conflict), nor a satisfying assignment (solution) was found, i.e. the formula state is undefined under the current assignment, then a variable x is assigned as next decision in select dec var. Decisions are numbered ascendingly by decision levels dl (x), starting at 1. Having assigned x as decision, all implications y are propagated by bcp again, where dl (y) := dl (x).
Otherwise the solver has either derived a conflict or a solution. This situation corresponds to a leaf in the search tree enumerated by QDPLL. For conflicts the formula contains an empty clause (see Def. 5) returned by get initial reason in analyze leaf. By means of successive clause resolutions, the backtrack level and a learnt clause (called asserting clause, see Def. 8) containing a forced literal are computed which is unit at the backtrack level (also called asserting level ). We assume that qdpll learns asserting clauses only. The current clause R is resolved (constraint res) with the antecedent clause (get antecedent) of an existential unit literal (get pivot) in R. The antecedent clause is the clause where that literal became unit. If R is asserting then resolution stops (stop res).
For handling solutions, get initial reason either returns a satisfied learnt cube (see Def. 5) already present in the cube set ψ of the formula or a new one generated from the current assignment. Dually to clauses, an asserting cube is learnt by cube resolutions using antecedent cubes of universal unit literals.
After backtracking and unassigning variables (backtrack), the forced literal is assigned as unit at the backtrack level and the learnt constraint is added to the formula. Again bcp propagates all implications. If an empty clause or satisfied cube is derived by resolutions then qdpll terminates (btlevel == INVALID). In the following, we generalize unit literals and learning (Def. 4, 6, 8) to arbitrary dependency schemes. Soundness is explained by reordering the quantifiers in the prefix of a PCNF F based on D by Def. 1 to obtain an equivalent PCNF F [30] . This is possible, as Def. 1 corresponds to cumulative schemes [30] . Then original versions of Def. 4, 6, 8 in the context of prefixes (i.e. D triv in Def. 2) apply to F . Finally, F can be converted back to F by reordering.
Unit Literal Detection
Unit literals were introduced in [7] for clauses and extended to cubes in [13, 33] . The original definition is based on quantifier prefixes of PCNFs, i.e. on D triv as defined in Ex. 2, and can be generalized to arbitrary dependency schemes.
Definition 4.
A clause (cube) C is unit if, and only if no l ∈ C is assigned true (false), exactly one l e ∈ L ∃ (C) (l u ∈ L ∀ (C)) is unassigned, and for all unassigned l u ∈ L ∀ (C) (l e ∈ L ∃ (C)): l u ≺ l e (l e ≺ l u ).
Analogously, Def. 4 generalizes the definition based on quantifier trees from [16] . If a clause (cube) C is unit according to Def. 4 then l e (l u ) can be assigned as a unit literal (bcp in Fig. 2) . Detecting unit literals involves checking dependencies. Using a two-literal watching scheme based on [10, 26] , this can be achieved lazily as follows. In each clause two unassigned literals l 1 and l 2 are watched such that either q(l 1 ) = q(l 2 ) = ∃ or q(l 1 ) = ∀, q(l 2 ) = ∃ and l 1 ≺ l 2 . If watched literals are updated during BCP then condition l 1 ≺ l 2 needs to be checked in the latter case only. Literal watching in cubes can be handled dually.
Constraint Learning
In QDPLL as shown in Fig. 2 , new constraints are added to the formula whenever a conflicting or satisfying assignment was found. These constraints are derived by successive resolutions, each potentially eliminating literals from the resolvent.
Definition 5. A clause (cube) C is empty ( satisfied) if, and only if no l ∈ C is assigned true (false), and all l ∈ L ∃ (C) (l ∈ L ∀ (C)) are assigned false (true).
Definition 7. For universally-reduced clauses (existentially-reduced cubes) C 1 and C 2 with v ∈ C 1 and ¬v ∈ C 2 for a variable v, let C := (C 1 ∪ C 2 ) \ {v, ¬v}. If C does not contain complementary literals then let C be the result of applying universal (existential) reduction to C; C is the resolvent of C 1 and C 2 on v.
Soundness of universal reduction as part of clause resolution for QBF was proved in [6] . Existential reduction for cube resolution was applied in [13, 33] . Def. 6 generalizes the reduction rules from D triv to arbitrary dependency schemes. In [16] such generalization was given for quantifier trees.
Among several learning strategies which add and remove learnt constraints according to particular quality measures [13, 22, 33] , QDPLL as shown in Fig. 2 learns exactly one constraint for each conflict or solution. The learnt constraint is asserting, i.e. it is unit at the level QDPLL backtracks to, and hence will trigger a unit literal to be assigned at the backtrack level. Resolution continues until the current resolvent is asserting. This is controlled by a stop criterion. Definition 8. Let R denote the clause (cube) derived after some resolution steps in the learning process.
and only if 1. the decision variable at level d is existential (universal). 2. there is exactly one
Def. 8 generalizes the stop criteria for generating asserting constraints given in [15, 33] from D triv to arbitrary dependency schemes. This affects condition 3 in Def. 8 only, where dependency has to be checked. In practice, this check is deferred as far as possible by checking conditions 1 and 2 before condition 3.
Decision Making
The quantifier prefix of PCNFs restricts the freedom of QDPLL to select decision variables, as variables must be assigned "from left to right" according to the prefix (i.e. D triv ). In the context of dependency schemes (see Def. 1), a variable y may be assigned as decision as soon as all variables in D(y) have been assigned.
Definition 9.
A variable y is enabled in QDPLL if, and only if all variables in D(y) are assigned. Otherwise, y is disabled. A variable is a (decision) candidate if, and only if it is unassigned and enabled. One candidate is heuristically selected as next decision by select dec var in Fig. 2 . In practice, it is prohibitive to maintain the exact candidate set explicitly. First, this set is needed precisely in select dec var and not e.g. in bcp. Further, not every assignment enables, not every backtrack disables new variables.
Based on these observations, we apply the dependency graph G and maintain the set of decision candidates (DC ) incrementally as follows. Before QDPLL starts, DC := {x ∈ V | D(x) = ∅}, i.e. DC corresponds to the roots of G. Each time a decision is made (i.e. each time select dec var in Fig. 2 is called) , DC is updated by taking into account the effects of assignments l 1 , . . . , l k made since the previous decision only. Each l i in l 1 , . . . , l k is processed one after the other. The assignment l i possibly enables some, not necessarily all variables in D(v(l i )). There might be other variables x = v(l i ) with D(x) = D(v(l i )). If any such x is still unassigned at the time l i is processed then l i will not enable any variable in D(v(l i )). This observation can be exploited by constructing G as a graph [24] Maintaining DC as described is independent from any decision heuristic for QBF and therefore can be integrated in any implementation of select dec var. Furthermore, this approach generalizes quantifier watching [10] from quantifier prefixes to arbitrary dependency schemes.
We have implemented QDPLL with dependency schemes as described in Sec. 4 in our PCNF-based solver DepQBF [23] , which also participated in QBFEVAL '10 [11] . It differs from other search-based solvers mainly in a tight integration of dependency schemes. Apart from that, approaches implemented comprise watched data structures for detection of unit and pure literals [10, 14, 26] , conflict-driven clause and solution-driven cube learning [13, 22, 32, 33] , assignment caching [29] , activity heuristics based on VSIDS [26] and partial restarts based on [3] .
As pointed out in Sec. 4, dependency graphs G in DepQBF are represented as compact graphs over equivalence classes of variables. The data structure evolved from previous work in [24] . Although originally being tailored to the standard dependency scheme D std , we also implemented dependency graphs for D triv and D tree (see Ex. 2) within the same framework. This enables us to directly compare QDPLL using those three schemes without changing any other part of the solver. To build one out of possibly many non-deterministic dependency graphs (i.e. trees) for D tree , we adapted the approach from [2] to our framework. Table 1 . Performance comparison of DepQBF with quantifier prefixes (D triv ), quantifier trees (D tree ) and the standard dependency scheme (D std ), which is less restrictive than the other two. Average run times are given in seconds. Benchmarks include all structured formulae from QBFEVAL'07, QBFEVAL'08 and from set Herbstritt [11] . The three versions of DepQBF do not apply preprocessing and differ only in the integrated dependency schemes, all other parts are exactly the same. For external reference, statistics of PCNF-based QuBE6.6 [12] with and without preprocessing (QuBE6.6-np) are listed. We did not add other solvers as we focus on evaluating QDPLL with dependency schemes and, given the results of QBF competitions [11] , QuBE6.x is the state-of-the-art QDPLL-based solver.
Tab. 1 shows a comparison
3 of DepQBF with D triv , D tree and D std on structured formulae from previous QBF competitions [11] . Dependency checking as needed in Def. 4, 6 and 8 was optimized in D triv : for x, y ∈ V , x ≺ y if, and only if x < y, which can be checked in constant time. This is impossible for arbitrary schemes where x ≺ y if, and only if q(x) = q(y) and y is a successor of x in G. Despite that additional overhead, QDPLL with D std is best on QBFEVAL'07 and QBFEVAL'08 and is slightly faster than D tree on set Herbstritt. There is a large performance gap to QuBE6.6 which, different from DepQBF, uses preprocessing. However, any version of DepQBF outperforms QuBE6.6 when preprocessing is disabled. Note that, in our terminology, QuBE6.6 uses D triv . A more detailed comparison of all three versions of DepQBF considering the intersection of solved formulae is shown in Tab. 2. D triv is slightly faster on the QBFEVAL'08 (solved only) (Def. 4, 6 ).
The results from Tab. 2 indicate that moving from D triv to more sophisticated dependency DAGs incurs run time overhead (except on set Herbstritt), but also allows QDPLL to produce shorter runs in terms of backtracks. As mentioned above, checking if x ≺ y, which is required in unit literal detection and constraint learning, is not a constant-time operation in general dependency DAGs. Instead, G must be inspected. However, QDPLL still seems to profit from using less restrictive dependency schemes such as D tree and D std , as indicated in Tab. 1.
In order to assess both the costs and benefits of integrating dependency DAGs in QDPLL in more detail, we carried out the following experiment. In addition to the dependency DAG which is used for dependency checking and constraint reduction in QDPLL, called primary DAG G 1 , another dependency DAG, the secondary DAG G 2 , is maintained independently and in parallel for statistical computations. The idea is to compare the effects of using different DAGs dynamically, i.e. during a solver run. This setup allows to compute more fine-grain QBFEVAL'08 (3326 formulae) 4 .4, Def. 9) when using different DAGs are compared. Each time before decision making, the number of DC under the current assignment is computed. Row "DC /d" shows the total sum of DC over the total number of decisions in the benchmark set after max. 900 sec. run time. Average costs are listed for (un)assigning an li as defined in Sec. 4.4 for updating DC (DC-updt.), dependency checks (≺) as needed in unit detection (Def. 4) and for the stop criterion (Def. 8), and constraint reduction (C-red.) per resolution. The latter are irrelevant for G2 ("-").
statistics than overall run time or number of backtracks, as listed in Tab. 1 and 2. During a run of QDPLL, it is interesting to compare the numbers of decision candidates (DC ) with respect to G 1 and G 2 under the current assignment. These numbers are computed each time before a decision is made and reflect the degree of freedom resulting from less restrictive dependency schemes (see Sec. 4.4) Cost statistics in Tab. 3 (rows "DC-updt.", "≺", "C-red.") are correlated to the number of variables that have to be visited (i.e. pointer dereferences in our implementation) when inspecting a dependency DAG. Average costs for dependency checking and (un)assigning variables for updating DC before decisions or during backtracking are small. This is due to the class-based approaches described in Sec. 4. On the other hand, costs of constraint reduction are very high for D tree and D std . These effects are closely related to implementation. When using D triv , all constraints C can be kept sorted according to scope order, which allows efficient reduction. This was implemented in DepQBF with D triv and is reflected by low costs in Tab. 3. In general, such an approach is not possible and we rather reduce constraints based on classes in the dependency DAG for D tree and D std . Classes are collected for all literals in C before reduction, where the size of C (particularly for cubes) can be large. The statistics in Tab. 3 also include that effort. Instead of collecting from scratch, the set of classes could also be maintained incrementally for all constraints, which is currently not implemented in DepQBF. However, despite that overhead in D tree and D std , overall performance by Tab. 1 is still better than with D triv .
Conclusion
Structure analysis of formulae can improve QBF solvers considerably. A common approach is the analysis of quantifier structure in PCNFs by quantifier trees. Dependency schemes generalize trees and allow to overcome related drawbacks. In this work, we considered the problem of efficiently integrating dependency DAGs into search-based QBF solvers (QDPLL) for PCNFs. Dependency DAGs result from dependency schemes and, just as trees, represent quantifier structure. By analyzing core parts of QDPLL, we have pointed out how to profit from DAGs. Thereby we generalized related work on quantifier trees in QDPLL. The results of our analysis are independent from a particular dependency scheme. Further, quantifier DAGs are relevant for QBF solvers of any kind.
Our experiments demonstrate that a careful implementation of QDPLL integrating the standard dependency scheme D std outperforms classical approaches based on quantifier prefixes and trees. Despite increased overhead, our results indicate the potential of using less restrictive dependency schemes in QDPLL, which is supported by DepQBF's performance in QBFEVAL '10 [11] . More powerful unit literal detection and constraint reduction produce more implications and shorter learnt constraints. However, we also argue that the effects to a large extent differ with respect to problem domains and QBF encodings.
As future work we want to extend our implementation to arbitrary dependency schemes. Particularly, the triangle dependency scheme seems to be promising since it is provably less restrictive than D std [27, 30] . Finally, we want to thank Paolo Marin and Enrico Giunchiglia for providing us with a version of QuBE6.6 without preprocessing.
